YES Shelter for Youth and Families

STRATEGIC
PLAN
2017/2018 - 2020/2021

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The purpose of YES’ strategic planning process is to take a step back, evaluate the organization’s path,
and ensure that YES’ programs and efforts are well-positioned to adapt and respond to the emerging
needs and priorities of homeless youth and families within Peterborough and the Kawarthas.
This plan was developed using the SOAR strengths-based approach to strategic planning, which
includes an assessment of organizational strengths, opportunities, aspirations and measurable results.
SOAR builds on the traditional SWOT analysis with an additional emphasis on what is working well
and how an organization can leverage its unique strengths.
Building upon YES’ strengths as an organization, this three-year plan was designed in collaboration
with the Youth and Families of YES, Community Partners, Staff, and the Board of Directors. The
three-year period of this strategic plan will be an enriching time for YES’ approach to homelessness
response and will provide a momentous push forward for organizational focus, fund development,
judicious program alignment, and community impact.
In the context of rising shelter occupancy rates and best practice dictating an investment in housing
and supports, this Strategic Plan serves as a refocusing and recalibrating period for YES. Although the
body of YES’ work has been to be a place of safety and support for Individuals and Families to attain
the most fundamental of needs - shelter, YES’ Family and Youth supports programming has grown to
be a vital service to this community. With growing demands and limited resources, YES is at a time in
its existence where further focus and clarity is required for YES to align its efforts and resources in
context with best practices, role within the continuum of services and community needs.
The five priorities identified during our planning process were focused on organizational clarity,
strengthening collaborative partnerships and programming innovation and impact.
Specifically, they include:

Clarify YES’
Role within the
Continuum
of Services

Sustainable
Growth

Youth Support
to Adulthood

Family
Homelessness
Prevention

Thriving
Personally &
Professionally

We believe that by focusing on these five strategic priorities, YES will continue to be well positioned
to respond to the challenges faced by Youth and Families who are homeless or precariously housed
and be able to find new, innovative solutions to complex problems.
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IDENTITY
Who We Are
YES provides emergency shelter and transitional supports to Youth and Families in crisis. We serve
roughly 250 unique Clients in our emergency shelter every year, and hundreds more through
our other programs:
Ėĺĺĺ1¯ª¼ĮÆ¼©ĺÆ¼pªÀÆ¯ªp£ĺ¯ÊÀªĺ¹¼¯¼p©ĝ
Ėĺĺĺ£Æ¼ªpÆÓĺĺÀ|¯¯£ĺÊ|pÆ¯ªĺpÆĺSĺ p¼¼pĺ"¯ÊÀĺÀ|¯¯£ĺ|£pÀÀ¼¯¯©ĺĪªĺ¹p¼Æª¼À¹
with PACE and the KPRDSB).
ĖĺĺĺÀÀÀÆpª|ĺÔÆĺ¯ÊÀªĺpªĺ©¹£¯Ú©ªÆĺÀp¼|Àĝ
Ėĺĺĺ`¯|pÆ¯ªp£ĘĺÊ|pÆ¯ªp£ĺpªĺ¼|¼pÆ¯ªĺ¹¼¯¼p©ÀĺĪªĺ¹p¼Æª¼À¹ĺÔÆĺ¯Æ¼ĺ ¯©©ÊªÆÚĺN¼Ó|Àīĝ
Ėĺĺĺĺ¯¯ĺpªĺ|£¯Æªĺ|Ê¹{¯p¼ĝ
Ėĺĺĺ=ÊÆ¼p|ĺ¹¼¯¼p©ÀĺÆ¯ĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼Æĺg¯ÊÆĺªĺÆ¼pªÀÆ¯ªªĺÆ¯ĺpÊ£Æ¯¯ĝ

Mission
YES works to reduce and prevent homelessness by providing shelter, education and transitional
supports for Youth and Families in Peterborough and the Kawarthas.

Vision Statement
All Youth and Families in our community are supported to lead full and positive lives.

Values
ĖĺĺĺAdvocacy:

We will work towards ensuring that our Staff and Clients’ needs are met;
engaging partners in change on a Client and systems level.

ĖĺĺĺDignity:

All Individuals have the right to be safe, included, respected, and
recognized for their strengths.

ĖĺĺĺCompassion:

We will respond with kindness and a belief that Individuals can grow
and change.

ĖĺĺĺEquity:

We will strive to give each Individual what they need to be successful.
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STRATEGIC
G188#8ĺGJ= NN
The 2017/18-2020/21 Strategic Plan was created using the SOAR strengths-based approach to
strategic planning. By focusing on our strengths, we believe we will be better equipped to mobilize
our efforts to learn and grow and meet the evolving needs of Individuals and Families facing
homelessness and difficult life circumstances.
Based on our values, this process involved the input of multiple stakeholder groups. Input sessions
were held with Staff, Community Partners and Board Members. Our Youth and Family communities
were involved in the process through open dialogue, surveys and ongoing program feedback.
A survey was also sent to Community Partners and Staff Members who could not attend the
scheduled sessions.
The planning sessions were centered around four questions:

Strengths
What can we build?

Opportunities
What are our stakeholders asking for?

Aspirations
What do we care deeply about?

Results
How do we know we are succeeding?

From this process, the Strategic Planning Committee identified clusters of common ideas, which
together informed the creation of YES’ five strategic priorities and the specific action steps
outlined below.
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SOAR
SUMMARY
Strengths

What can we build upon?
ĖĺĺĺNÆ¼¯ªĺªÆÔ¯¼ ĺ¯ĺ ¯©©ÊªÆÚĺGp¼Æª¼Àĺpªĺ|¯££p{¯¼pÆÓĺpª|Àĝ
ĖĺĺĺG¯ÀÆÓĺ©pĤ¹¼¯ã£ĺÔÆªĺÆĺ|¯©©ÊªÆÚĝ
ĖĺĺĺJÀ¹|Æĺ£p¼À¹ĺÔÆĺ|¯©©ÆÆĺ ¯p¼ĝ
Ėĺĺĺ ¯££p{¯¼pÆÓĺªÆ¼ªp£ĺÔ¯¼ ĺ|Ê£ÆÊ¼ĺÔÆĺÆp£ªÆĺÔ¯¼ ¯¼|ĝ
ĖĺĺĺÊªªĺªª¯ÓpÆ¯ªĺÔÆĺªÔĺ|¯¼¹¯¼pÆĺ¹p¼Æª¼À¹Àĝ

Opportunities

What are our stakeholders asking for?
Ėĺĺĺ8Ôĺ|¯©©ÊªÆÚĺ¹p¼Æª¼À¹ĺp¹¹¼¯p|ĺÆ¯ĺg¯ÊÆĺpªĺp©£Úĺ¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĝ
Ėĺĺĺ#ª|¼pÀĺÆ¼pªÀÆ¯ªp£ĺ¯ÊÀªĺpªĺ¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺ¹¼ÓªÆ¯ªĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼Æĝ
ĖĺĺĺNÆ¼ªÆªĺp©£Úĺ¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺ¼À¹¯ªÀĺpªĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼ÆÀĝ
Ėĺĺĺ £p¼ÚĺgNĸĺ|¯¼ĺ¹Ê¼¹¯Àĺpªĺp£ªĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼ÆÀĺpªĺÙ¹|ÆpÆ¯ªÀĺp¼¯Êªĺ¯|ÊÀĝ
Ėĺĺĺ#©¹¼¯ÓĺÆ¼pªªĘĺÆ¯¯£Àĺpªĺ¼¯£ĺ|£p¼ÆÚĺ¯¼ĺ©¹£¯ÚÀĘĺªpª|ªĺ¼|¯ªÆ¯ªĺpªĺ|p¹p|ÆÚĝ

Aspirations

What do we care deeply about?
Ėĺĺĺ££ĺg¯ÊÆĺpªĺp©£ÀĺªĺGÆ¼{¯¼¯Êĺp¼ĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼ÆĺÆ¯ĺ£pĺÊ££ĺpªĺ¹¯ÀÆÓĺ£ÓÀĝ
Ėĺĺĺªĺg¯ÊÆĺpªĺp©£Úĺ¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺÔÆªĺ¯Ê¼ĺ|¯©©ÊªÆÚĝ
Ėĺĺĺ Ê£ĺ¹¼ÓpÆĺ¹p¼Æª¼À¹ÀĘĺ|¯¼ĺÊªªĺÀÊ¹¹¯¼ÆÀĺpªĺp£Æ¼ªpÆÓĺÊªªĺ|pªª£ÀĺÆ¯ĺÊ¼Æ¼
YES’ mission through stable financial resourcing.
Ėĺĺĺ#ª|¼pÀĺNÆpĺ|p¹p|ÆÚĺ{ÚĺpªĤÙ¹pªªĺ¹¼¯¼p©ĮÀ¹|ã|ĺ¼¯£ÀĺĪĝĝĺNÆpĺ¯ÊÆ¼p|īĝ
ĖĺĺĺÊ¼Æ¼ĺÆĺ|Ê£ÆÊ¼ĺ¯ĺgNĺ{Úĺ¯|ÊÀªĺ¯ªĺ©¹£¯ÚĺÔ££ªÀÀĘĺÓ£¯¹©ªÆĺpªĺ¹¼¯ÀÀ¯ªp£
compensation.
ĖĺĺĺÙ¹pªĺ|¯©©ÊªÆÚĺ©pĺÆ¼¯ÊĺªÆªÆ¯ªp£ĺ|¯©©Êª|pÆ¯ªĺpªĺÀ¯|p£ĺ©pĺ¹¼¯¼p©Àĝ

Results

How do we know we are succeeding?
ĖĺĺĺgNĺÀ¹ªÀĺ©¯¼ĺÆ©ĺ{Ê£ªĺpªĺÀÆ¼ªÆªªĺÆÀĺ|¯¼ĺ¹¼¯¼p©ÀĺÔÆĺÆĺ|¯ªãª|ĺÆpÆĺpª
integrated community approach is furthering homelessness prevention, mental health wellness and
other required interventions. YES to play a key role as advocate, partner and community resource.
ĖĺĺĺSĺ¯¼pªßpÆ¯ªĺ|¯ªÆªÊÀĺÆ¯ĺ£Ó¼ĺÙ|¹Æ¯ªp££Úĺ¯¼ĺg¯ÊÆĺpªĺp©£Àĺpªĺª¯Ôĺ¯ÀĺÀ¯ĺÔÆ
greater focus and funding stability, leading the way for new programming, professional
compensation and increased impact.
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES
Clarify YES’
Role within the
Continuum
of Services

Sustainable
Growth

Refine scope of service YES provides and continue to align
efforts with Community Partners to prevent and reduce
homelessness.

Further enhance our diversified funding model to adequately
finance core programming, professional growth and
sustainable staffing levels.

Youth Support
to Adulthood

Commit resources to advocate for and explore new ways of
expanding housing and supports to help Youth successfully
transition to adulthood.

Family
Homelessness
Prevention

Work with Community Partners to gain traction on Family
homelessness prevention, including early identification and
rapid intervention.

Thriving
Personally &
Professionally

Improve tools, training and role clarity for increased
professionalism and enhanced recognition for the
contribution of Employees. Foster a culture and staffing
levels that encourage self-care and well-being.
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PRIORITY 1

1J#gĺgNĸĺJ=1ĺa#S"#8ĺS"
CONTINUUM OF SERVICES
Refine scope of service YES provides and continue to align efforts with Community Partners to
prevent and reduce homelessness.

N"=JSĮSJ7ĺîĺĮĺìíĺ7=8S"N
1.1 Mobilize the organization around YES’ core capabilities and strengths, declaring its unique
contribution within the continuum of homelessness services.
1.2 Position YES as a sector-wide leader, clearly defining its role and expertise in the prevention
and reduction of homelessness.
1.3 Continue to build towards a re-envisioned funding partnership with the City.

7#ĮSJ7ĺìíĺĮĺíïĺ7=8S"N
1.4 Find the intersection of YES’ core strengths and capabilities with the City’s priorities and
build a re-envisioned funding partnership positioned towards a joint strategy on homelessness
reduction and prevention.
1.5 Engage the community in the story of Youth and Family homelessness in Peterborough and
the Kawarthas.
1.6 Foster an understanding with Community Partners of emergency shelter realities and best
practice approaches.
1.7 Work to advocate for a systemic approach to homelessness prevention and seamless transitions
for Youth.

1=8ĮSJ7ĺíïĺĮĺîñĺ7=8S"N
1.8 Define objectives and commit resources towards YES’ strategic focus to further expand
programming, staffing capacities, advocacy and impact.
1.9 Find synergies amongst Community Partners and realign efforts, transitioning focus and
clearly defining responsibilities and accountability mechanisms.
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PRIORITY 2

NWNS#8 1ĺJ=aS"
Further enhance our diversified funding model to adequately finance core programming,
professional growth and sustainable staffing levels.

N"=JSĮSJ7ĺîĺĮĺìíĺ7=8S"N
2.1 Develop a plan to diversify funding sources and establish a greater base of committed
donors with a target of 15% increase over three years.
ĺ

Ėĺĺĺ7Æĺ#ª|£Êėĺ©¯ªÆ£Úĺ¯ª¯¼ĺ|p©¹pªĘĺÀÆÔp¼À¹ĺ¹¼¯¼p©Ęĺ¹¼ªÆĤÀ¯|p£
media/phone campaigns, capital investment funding source, revenue opportunities,
Board of Directors outreach, legacy gifts and health dollars.

2.2 Build internal capacity to engage in grant writing and actively pursue grant opportunities.
ĺ

Ėĺĺĺ7Æĺ#ª|£Êėĺ{Ê£ĺpĺ£ÀÆĺ¯ĺ¹¯ÆªÆp£ĺ¼pªÆĺ¹¼¯Ó¼ÀĺÔÆªĺGÆ¼{¯¼¯Êĺ¼¯ªĘ
develop a case for support, conduct internal research.

2.3 Build towards a re-envisioned funding partnership with the City.

7#ĮSJ7ĺìíĺĮĺíïĺ7=8S"N
2.4 Continue to implement plan to diversify funding growth.
2.5 Acquire appropriate expertise to support the repurposing of YES space.

1=8ĮSJ7ĺíïĺĮĺîñĺ7=8S"N
2.6 Continue to implement plan to diversify funding growth.
2.7 Reassess and renew plan to increase funding.
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PRIORITY 3

g=WS"ĺNWGG=JSĺS=ĺW1S"==
Commit resources to advocate for and explore new ways of expanding housing and supports to
help Youth successfully transition to adulthood.

N"=JSĮSJ7ĺîĺĮĺìíĺ7=8S"N
3.1
ĺ

Create forums or ways to actively engage Youth in finding solutions to youth homelessness.
ĖĺĺĺMight Include: Explore and determine whether to create a youth advisory committee
and explore other ways to engage Youth.

3.2

Work with Community Partners, particularly Indigenous leaders and community, to further a
strategy towards the expansion of housing and supports to help Youth successfully transition
to adulthood.

3.3

Build out internal capabilities, in alignment with core focus, to further this strategy and advance
YES’ role in this area.

ĺ
ĺ

Ėĺĺĺ7Æĺ#ª|£Êėĺ £ª|p£ĺ pÀĺ7pªp¼Ęĺ"¯ÊÀªĺNÊ¹¹¯¼ÆÀĺa¯¼ ¼Ęĺ¯ĮÀÆĺ¼¯¹ĺª
ĺĺĺĺ¼Àp¼|ªĺp£Æ¼ªpÆÓĺ|¯©©ÊªÆÚĺ©¯£ÀĺĪĝĝĺapÆ¼£¯¯īĝ

3.4

Build a transitional housing plan for Youth, with a focus on including Indigenous Youth.

3.5

Increase partnership with the child welfare system to collaborate on best practice approaches
to preventing Youth homelessness.
7#ĮSJ7ĺìíĺĮĺíïĺ7=8S"N

3.6

Explore and research best practices around a hub model, consider how it fits with YES’ core
services and existing community services.

3.7

Initiate community and internal discussion to pursue better access to mental health services.

îĝ8ĺĺĺĺÓ¯|pÆĺÆ¯ĺ¹¼ÓªÆĺÀÚÀÆ©ÀĺÀ|p¼ĺªÆ¯ĺ¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺĪĝĝĘĺ|£ĺÔ£p¼Ęĺ©|p£Ę
correctional facilities).
3.9 Engage landlords and advocate for affordable housing as resources allow.
3.10

Explore opportunities to further align all YES services with our core focus of preventing and
reducing homelessness.

3.11 Collaborate with Community Partners to explore a joint life skills program.
1=8ĮSJ7ĺíïĺĮĺîñĺ7=8S"N
3.13 Create additional transitional housing for Youth.
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PRIORITY 4

7#1gĺ"=71NN8NNĺGJ`8S#=8
Work with Community Partners to gain traction on Family homelessness prevention, including
early identification and rapid intervention.

N"=JSĮSJ7ĺîĺĮĺìíĺ7=8S"N
4.1 Explore the intersection of YES’ core capabilities and strengths and the community’s
response to Family homelessness prevention. Clarify YES’ limits of emergency housing and
mobilize efforts towards a path forward.
4.2 Build partnerships with Community Agencies serving Families and Children.

7#ĮSJ7ĺìíĺĮĺíïĺ7=8S"N
4.3 Work with Community Partners to integrate community supports for Families facing
homelessness. Build coordinated access points, early referral channels, and supports
within the system to enhance early intervention and homelessness prevention strategies.

1=8ĮSJ7ĺíïĺĮĺîñĺ7=8S"N
4.4 Work to continuously strengthen an integrated and prioritized approach to Families
experiencing or at risk of homelessness.
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PRIORITY 5

S"J#`#8ĺGJN=811gĺ8ĺGJ=NN#=811g
Improve tools, training and role clarity for increased professionalism and enhanced recognition
for the contribution of Employees. Foster a culture and staffing levels that encourage self-care
and well-being.

N"=JSĮSJ7ĺîĺĮĺìíĺ7=8S"N
5.1 Strengthen YES’ internal capacity by committing resources to establish clearer roles and
expectations for Staff, Board and Volunteers, enhanced recognition for contribution, and the
advancement of professional skillset through focused development opportunities.
ĺ

ĖĺĺĺMight Include: "JĺÆ¯¯£ĺ ÆĘĺ¹¯£|ÚĺÊ¹pÆĘĺ¯{ĺÀ|¼¹Æ¯ªĺ¼ÓÔĺpªĺÊ¹pÆĘĺ|¯©¹ªÀpÆ¯ª
review, training opportunities, Volunteer training, Volunteer job descriptions, automatic
door opener.

5.2 Explore, as an organization, opportunities to further drive YES’ culture in the path of self-care
and well-being for all.
5.3 Review and establish a set of guidelines outlining expectations for Staff and Clients and
processes involved.

7#ĮSJ7ĺìíĺĮĺíïĺ7=8S"N
ðĝïĺĺĺSp©ĺ7©{¼ÀĺÆ¯ĺ¼¹¯¼Æĺ{p| ĺ¯ªĺÆĺ©¹p|Æĺ¯ªĺÆĺ|Ê£ÆÊ¼ĺÓ£¯¹ĺªĺÀ¯¼ÆĮÆ¼©Ęĺ"Jĺpª
recognition programs and provide joint input on best path forward.
5.5 Continue to prioritize a positive Staff culture of self-care and well-being.
5.6 Ensure that open conversations are had and that the Team is brought along with redefined
focus and service changes.

1=8ĮSJ7ĺíïĺĮĺîñĺ7=8S"N
5.7 Continue to evaluate professional and career development and make opportunities available
as funding and resources allow.
5.8 Regularly review staffing and workforce allocations to evaluate internal capacities and external
requirements, and that the necessary steps are taken to adjust and grow.
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CONTEXT
Below is some of the context considered in the preparation of this report:

1) Youth and Family homelessness is increasing.
Approximately 20% of all Canadians
experiencing homelessness are between
the ages of 13 and 24. There are no
indications that these numbers are
declining [1].
It is estimated that for every individual
at a homeless shelter, there are three
others who are part of the hidden
homeless population [2].
Family shelters continue to operate at
high occupancy since 2008, and on
average Families stay in shelters twice
as long as Individuals [1].

2) Best practice approaches to homelessness are prevention and
providing accommodation and supports.
Research shows that when homelessness has been successfully exited, there was an emphasis on
the rapid exit from emergency shelter services and a focus on providing housing and supports [1].
64% of homeless individuals surveyed in Peterborough’s March 2016 Point-in-Time count had first
experienced homelessness before their 26th birthday [6]. Intervening successfully with homeless
Youth is an opportunity to prevent future homelessness.

PREVENTION

EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

HOUSING &
SUPPORTS

present canadian response to hoMelessness

PREVENTION

EMERGENCY
RESPONSE

HOUSING &
SUPPORTS

shifting the eMphasis to prevention and rehousing
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CONTEXT
3) Youth and Family homelessness are different and require
distinct approaches.
Most Youth entering homelessness come from a situation where they were largely dependent on
adult caregivers. Youth are at a significant developmental point in their life and often lack the
resources, supports, and skills to transition successfully to adulthood [3]. YES often sees these Youth
repeatedly over years in our emergency shelter and other programs.
Family homelessness is an outcome of an interplay of factors including violence, poverty, and a lack
of affordable housing [4]. Unlike Youth, Families experiencing homelessness often have many skills
when it comes to maintaining housing [5] and are already connected to services. Most often, YES’
emergency shelter serves a Family just once.

4) The Truth and Reconciliation Commission calls on all
sectors of society.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s final report identifies our collective responsibility to
redress the intergenerational trauma inflicted by residential schools. The impact of residential
schools can be seen as a direct cause of the overrepresentation of Indigenous Peoples experiencing
¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺĨìĩĝĺGÆ¼{¯¼¯ÊĸÀĺG¯ªÆĮªĮS©ĺ|¯ÊªÆĺĪíëìñīĺ¯ÊªĺÆpÆĺíñŔĺ¯ĺ¯©£ÀÀĺg¯ÊÆ
ÀÊ¼ÓÚĺªÆãĺpÀĺpÓªĺķp{¯¼ªp£ĺ¼ÆpĸĺĨñĩĝĺSĺ8pÆ¯ªp£ĺg¯ÊÆĺ"¯©£ÀÀĺNÆÊÚĺ¯Êª
that 21.5% of homeless Youth surveyed in Ontario identified as Indigenous [7].

5) Ontario’s child welfare system is changing.
Children’s Aid Society’s mandates have been expanded to take Youth into care up to age 18. This will
have significant implications for how responsibilities and resources are shared for this age group,
particularly since the proportion of Youth age 16 and 17 using YES’ emergency shelter services has
increased 10% in recent years. Prior to 2017, Ontario was the only province where the age limit for
child welfare involvement stopped at age 16.

ĨìĩĺpÆßĘĺĘĺJ|Æ¼ĘĺŜĺJ©pªĝĺĪíëìñīĝĺSĺNÆpÆĺ¯ĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺªĺ pªppėĺíëìñĝĺS¯¼¯ªÆ¯ėĺ pªppª ={À¼ÓpÆ¯¼Úĺ¯ªĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺG¼ÀÀĝ
ĨíĩĺpÆßĘĺÊ££Ó¼ĘĺŜĺJ|Æ¼ĝĺĪíëìïīĝĺSĺNÆpÆĺ¯ĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺªĺ pªppėĺíëìïĝĺS¯¼¯ªÆ¯ėĺSĺ"¯©£ÀÀ "Ê{ĺG¼ÀÀĝ

ĨîĩĺpÆßĘĺNÆ¹ªĝĺĪíëìïīĝĺĺNpĺpªĺ|ªÆĺG£p|ĺÆ¯ĺ1ÓėĺS¯Ôp¼Àĺpĺ"¯ÊÀªĺ¼ÀÆĺ¼p©Ô¯¼ ĺ¯¼ g¯ÊÆĝĺS¯¼¯ªÆ¯ėĺ pªppªĺ
={À¼ÓpÆ¯¼Úĺ¯ªĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺG¼ÀÀĝ
Ĩïĩĺ£{¼ÆĘĺGpÊ£ÚĘĺ ¼¯ÀÀĘĺŜĺ ¯¯¹¼ĝĺĪíëìïīĝĺSĺ Ú|£ĺ¯ĺ#©¹¯ÀÀ{£ÆÚėĺGpÆÔpÚÀĺªÆ¯ĺpªĺ¯ÊÆĺ¯ĺp©£Ú "¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĝĺ`|Æ¯¼pėĺ¼pÆ¼ĺ
`|Æ¯¼pĺ ¯p£Æ¯ªĺÆ¯ĺªĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĝ
Ĩðĩĺl£¯Æª| ĝĺĪíëìïīĝĺ £¼ªĺ£ÓªĺªĺÆ¼pªÀÆ¯ªėĺ"£¹ªĺ¯©£ÀÀĺpªĺ¯ÀÆ¼ĺ|p¼ĺ|£¼ªĺpª families. New York: Columbia
University Press.
ĨñĩĺWªÆĺapÚĺ¯ĺGÆ¼{¯¼¯ÊĺpªĺÀÆ¼|ÆĝĺĪíëìñīĝĺ#`#8ĺ`=# ęGÆ¼{¯¼¯ÊĸÀĺíëìñĺG¯ªÆĮªĮS© ¯ÊªÆĺ¯ĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĝ
ĨòĩĺpÆßĘĺ=ĸ¼pÚĘĺ/ĘĺŜĺN|ÔpªĝĺĪíëìñīĝĺaÆ¯ÊÆĺpĺ"¯©ėĺSĺ8pÆ¯ªp£ĺg¯ÊÆĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺNÊ¼ÓÚĝ S¯¼¯ªÆ¯ėĺ pªppªĺ={À¼ÓpÆ¯¼Úĺ
¯ªĺ"¯©£ÀÀªÀÀĺG¼ÀÀĝ
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